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We report the low-loss propagation, peak amplification, and multiple breakup of a co-
herent laser pulse undergoing self-induced transparency by interacting with two nonde-
generate levels of a highly absorbing gas of Rb atoms. These results are in good agree-
ment with computer solutions of coupled Schrodinger and Maxwell equations including re-
laxation.

The low-loss propagation of a coherent light
pulse through a highly absorbing medium of reso-
nant two-level oscillators is known as self-in-
duced transparency (SIT)' and ha, s been observed
in ruby' and a molecular gas. ' We report here
the first observations of this effect in a simple
atomic system, the first clear demonstration of
the breakup of a pulse undergoing SIT, and the
first observation of peak intensity amplification
by an absorber.

A simultaneous solution of Maxwell's equa-
tions, describing the effect of the atomic oscilla-
tors on the field, and Schrodinger's equation,
giving the effect of the field on the atoms, pre-
dicts the lossless propagation of a pulse with
electric field envelope'

where p is the electric dipole moment of the
transition, T is the final pulse width, and V is
the pulse speed. Equation (1) describes what is
called a 2n pulse because it rotates the effective
macroseopie electric dipole moment through an
angle

(2)

For 6I =2m' each atom of the ensemble under-
goes rn coherent transitions from ground to ex-
cited state and back to the ground state. Equa-
tion (1) can be obtained by assuming a coherent
plane-wave pulse at exact resonance with a set
of inhomogeneously broadened, lossless, nonde-
generate, two-level absorbers. Computer solu-
tions with these assumptions but with input elec-
tric fields differing from (1) in shape or ampli-
tude lead to the following predictions: (i) The en-
ergy E, transmitted through the absorber de-
pends linearly upon the input energy Ez for 6«m,
i.e., E, =Ere where o is the absorption co-
efficient and I. is the cell length; increases
much more rapidly than linearly in the region 9

=~; and is essentially equal to E& for L9»v.
(ii) The propagation velocity of the peak of the
pulse is reduced (depending upon aL and 8) with
a minimum for 8=v. (iii) For (2m —1)m&8&(2m
+1)~ the pulse evolves into m pulses (each with
area =2v). (iv) For some inputs, particularly for
0 slightly less than 3~ and 57t, the output peak in-
tensity exceeds the input peak intensity. We
have observed all of these predictions using a
"'Hg' laser' pulse at resonance with atomic "Rb
absorption in a magnetic field. These results
will be discussed after a description of the Hg-
Rb system. Previous observations of SIT in ru-
by' and SF, gas' verified (i) and (ii) but did not
see (iv) and only hinted at (iii) because one or
more of the theoretical assumptions was violated.

In order to verify the above predictions quanti-
tatively, the coherent optical pulse should have
the following characteristics. First, for the the-
ory to apply the major contribution to the fre-
quency width of the pulse must arise from the
Fourier transform of the pulse envelope and not
from phase or frequency instabilities within the
envelope. This was verified for the pulses used
here by observing the frequency profile with a
Fabry-Perot interferometer. This was achieved
by operating the Hg Ig laser in a single trans-
verse and longitudinal cavity mode. The diffi-
culty of achieving such coherence with dye lasers
has impeded their application to resonance prob-
lerns. Second, the pulse should be a plane wave
of uniform intensity profile. An output aperture
is used here to approximate the uniform plane-
wave condition. The nonuniform profile of most
previous experimental beams has been ignored
in comparing them with uniform plane-wave theo-
ries. Third, a stable coincidence with a good
absorber is required. The absorber here is "Rb
placed in a 74.5-kG magnetic field to shift the D,—

line absorption from 7947.6 A to the Hg II emis-
sion at 7944.6 A. In spite of the large number of
fixed-frequency laser lines it is difficult to find
a coincidence with a good absorber. Both dye
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and parametric lasers are tunable but difficult to
frequency stabilize. Fourth, there must be suffi-
cient power to reach the self-induced transparen-
cy region. For the transition used in Rb, a 2m

square pulse of width T~ = 7 nsec corresponds to
an intensity c ~h, ~'/4m = cvh'/4P'v~' = 2.8 W/cm'
for f& =4.35 &&10 "esu cm. ' A peak intensity of
about 25 W/cm' was used here. '

The following are the criteria for selecting an
absorber assuming there exists a coincident la-
ser. First, the absorber should be homogeneous
with easily varied absorption coefficient e. Qnly
gases meet this restriction in practice. The Rb
n is easily controlled by the temperature. Sec-
ond, the absorption transition should involve a
unique dipole moment. "A transition between
two nondegenerate levels of "Rb is used. ' The
lack of information on the angular momenta of
the SF, levels is a serious drawback to that sys-
tem. Third, the pulse length, Tz, should be
much longer than the inhomogeneous broadening
time T,*, and much shorter than T„ the effec-
tive dephasing time of the induced dipole moment.
T,*«T& ensures that the absorption coefficient
is almost constant over the frequencies of the
Fourier transform of the pulse. For the Hg-Rb
system, T,*=0.8 nsec from Doppler broadening,
v = 7 nsec, and T, arises from the excited-state
natural lifetime of 28 nsec. Collisional broaden-
ing is negligible at the densities =10" cm ' used
here Four.th, high absorption (aL & 3) is re-
quired within a length for which the incident
pulse can be approximated by a plane wave. This
requires low diffraction loss, i.e., a Fresnel
number q =R'/XL greater than 1, where R is the
radius of the region of uniform intensity and L is
the cell length. Here L=1 mm and R&60 gm de-
pending upon the input intensity, so g-4. 5; in
the region |9 =A, R may be much less than 60 p. m
and diffraction losses appreciable. The Hg-Rb
system is the first to satisfy all of the above cri-
teria necessary for observing the predictions
(i) to (iv).

The coherent optical pulse is generated by a
pulsed Hg II laser operated at 160 Hz repetition
rate. Diffraction losses of a small aperture
eliminate all but the lowest order transverse
mode. A thin Nichrome film selects a single lon-
gitudinal mode. ' The laser can be fine tuned with-
in its 350- to 400-MHz gain curve by adjusting
the voltage across a piezoelectric crystal stack
to which the single mode selector is attached.
The laser output is continually monitored with
the aid of a stable (evacuated) Fabry-Perot inter-

ferometer. The mode-selector voltage is adjust-
ed manually to keep the laser output within ~50
MHz of the center of the absorption profile. The
output of the laser passes twice through a Pock-
els cell to form the 6.5-nsec half-width pulses
shown as dotted curves in Fig. 1. A quarter-
wave plate after the Pockels cell converts the
linearly polarized beam into either an absorbed
right- circularly polarized or unabsorbed left-
cir cular ly polarized beam. Both polarizations
were measured to be of equal intensity at the de-
tector when the Rb vapor was tuned off reso-
nance. A 38-cm lens is used to focus the beam
to a plane wave front with Gaussian intensity pro-
file of 115-p. m full width at the 1-mm-thick Rb
cell in the center of a t4. 5-kG superconducting
solenoid (the Doppler inhomogeneous width was
broadened by less than 5% by field inhomogene-
ities). The field and laser beam are parallel.
The density is determined by the 80 to 100' cell
temperature which is held to within 0.5'C. Radia-
tion exiting from the cell is imaged with a mag-
nification of 6.5 onto a 200- p, m aperture used to
isolate a nearly uniform portion of the Gaussian
profile beam. A large area T1XI 59 silicon ava-
lanche photodiode detects the pulse through the
200- p, m aperture with a time response of =0.3
nsec. The photodiode output is matched directly
into a sampling oscilloscope. The traces shown
in Fig. 1 were obtained by 60-sec sweeps of the
sampling gate over the 20-nsec period of inter-
est. A discriminator circuit accepted only puls-
es with &95% of the peak input intensity. The in-
tensity of the pulse was decreased by delaying
the Pockels-cell trigger with respect to the la-
ser pulse, thus avoiding beam distortions and
displace ments.

At very low intensities the linear absorption
for the data shown in Figs. 1 and 2 was measured
to be o. = 50 cm ', i.e., nL=5. Figure 2 shows
the output-to-input energy ratios as a function of
the input energy with and without the 200- p. m
aperture. First note that as predicted in (i) above,
the energy ratio rises steeply to near unity at
an incident intensity equal to that predicted by
Eq. (2) within the accuracy of the power mea-
surement (+50 /o). The effect of the Gaussian
beam profile is to smooth out the sharp transi-
tion region as expected, because of the strong
nonlinearity. Transverse scans of the output
beam showed that the sides were "stripped"
awa, y when only the central intensity wa, s large
enough to form a 2~ propagating pulse.

Characteristic output pulse shapes with the
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absorbing state (partial lifetime T = 42 nsee) and

to a third state (r'=84 nsee). ' The computed out-
put pulse shapes corresponding to those mea-
sured are shown in Figs. 1(a') through 1(e'). The
corresponding computed energy ratios are shown
in Fig. 2. The agreement between computed and
experimentally observed pulse shapes and ener-
gy ratios is quite good considering experimental
averaging such as diffraction losses in the region
near 8 = 2m and the time response and trigger jit-
ter in the 8=4m to 6~ region.

The Hg-Rb system has been shown to be an ex-
cellent system for quantitative comparisons with
SIT theory. Uniform intensity of the beam has
been shown to be a necessity for observing peak
amplification and pulse breakup. Further studies
of off-resonance and focusing effects using the
Hg-Rb system should be a valuable future contri-
bution to this interesting interaction region.
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